
5 Reasons to make the most of your summer
vacation

Did you stay thinking about how to make the most of your summer vacation?

With the desire that still have warm baths rich sea, brilliant sunsets while you read your favorite
book. Finally your desired relax while you work on your tan, listen to your favorite music and pinch
some tasty snacks.

What a treat. If you rented this year a house or apartment, you may be feeling that holidays fell short
and want to continue to share this happiness with your family for many occasions and at all times of
the year.

But having a house on the beach seem like a dream unconquerable. Perhaps you think it is a luxury
reserved for few.

Not really.

There are many choices of beach houses on the coast of Yucatan, incredibly accessible and can be a
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wonderful investment. If you still are not convinced, these reasons can help you see all year
surrounded by sea, sand and sun:

5 reasons to squeeze your summer holidays

Sand and beach all year long

Imagine being able to spend not only the summer if not all weekends and long weekends at home on
the seashore. Plan exciting weekend getaway, those quiet walks collect some lovely an unique shells
or sit under the light of a bright moon and the smell of delicious roasted marshmallows with your
family.

Nothing better than a house at the edge of the beach in San Bruno or Tropical Riviera to make that
dream come true.

Good bye stress

Live near the sea and enjoy nature helps to keep away from stress; therefore have better health and
wellness

Memorable experiences

Nothing better to get the family together to have a vacation home and have a great time together.
The best memories can be out of these days on which we can invite family and friends to share the
house.



Investment

You can buy the beach house for vacation any time of year and rent it out the rest of the time.

There are a lot of foreigners coming to Yucatan, willing to pay well for comfortable homes to the sea.

They rent beach houses for periods from one to three months, very well paid and give excellent care
and maintenance to the property.

In the other hand, many homeowners decide to sell their beachhome for different reasons when
summer is finished.

That is when the range of options is open. They are much more open to receive offers that before the
holiday season had not even considered.

Return on Investment (Capital Gain)

Beach properties will always have very good value and with proper maintenance, they are properties
that can be sold easily and quickly.

Your vacation may stop being short stay with all the options of beach houses  in Yucatan Properties
we have now for you.

Now, make your exciting, magical, endless holidays.

Connect with us on Facebook or subscribe to our newsletter for more tips and information on the
best properties that meet your current needs.
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